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INTRODUCTION 
Task Force Normandy Virtual Staff Ride 

This packet of materials is designed to help participants prepare for the Task Force 
Normandy virtual staff ride (VSR). This introduction will provide background information 
on the purpose and the components of a staff ride and some suggestions on how best 
to use the read ahead material in preparation for the staff ride. 

The United States Army’s publication for conducting staff rides is The Staff Ride: 
Fundamentals, Experiences, Techniques (available through the Army University Press 
website at: https://www.armyupress.army.mil/Books/CSI-Press-Publications/Staff-Ride-
Handbooks/#staff-rides. This book defines the staff ride as a three-phased activity:  a 
preliminary study of a historical event, a field phase at the ground or virtual location of 
that event, and an integration session. 

The purpose of the preliminary study phase is to provide the participants an 
understanding of the historical event prior to the field phase.  This study can include 
reading materials, classroom sessions, movies, and any other material that can be 
presented before seeing the virtual terrain.  For this staff ride, the preliminary study 
phase is primarily the read ahead material referenced in this package. The preliminary 
study phase is critical to the success of the field study phase and therefore equally 
critical to the success of the staff ride as a whole. 

The field study phase most readily distinguishes the staff ride from other forms of 
historical study.  It adds the one critical element of study that cannot be replicated in 
the classroom, in map study, or in readings—a view of the actual or virtual terrain. 
Because the field study builds upon the preliminary study, each phase compliments the 
other to produce a coherent, integrated learning experience. The visual images and 
spatial relationships seen during the field study may reinforce or challenge analytical 
conclusions reached during the preliminary study or generate new insights that build 
upon the added dimension of seeing the actual or virtual terrain.   

The integration phase provides an opportunity for participants to reflect upon the 
staff ride experience. Several positive effects stem from the integration phase. First, it 
provides the participants the opportunity to analyze the preliminary and field study in 
order to develop a richer overall view of the campaign. Second, it provides a 
mechanism through which participants may organize and articulate their impressions 
of both the event and the insights derived from its study that are applicable to them 
today. The integration phase for the Task Force Normandy VSR will be conducted 
within the field phase after each stand and at the conclusion of the field study. 

     Participants should start their preliminary study by reading “Task Force Normandy: 
The Deep Operation that Started Operation Desert Storm” from the read ahead packet 
to get an overall understanding of the size and scope of the campaign. Participants 
should then review the other four readings within the read ahead packet to provide 
additional information and a general understanding of the Task Force Normandy  
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mission.  Participants should be familiar with these events since they directly 
contribute to the conduct of the rest of the operation. 

General guidance: 

1. Participants should know what decisions were made, a general understanding as
to why that decision was made (or an educated guess – be prepared to defend your 
answer), and the impact of those decisions.  

2. Participants should take notes during the preliminary study phase for use during
the field study. The facilitators will lead the discussions with open ended questions to 
provide participants with the maximum opportunity to share their knowledge. Do not 
read from a book verbatim; it shows a general lack of preparation. 

The stands for the field phase are: 

Stand General Description 
Background Provides information on why Iraq invaded Kuwait, what the 

101st Airborne Division was doing at the time of the invasion, 
and how quickly the division deployed to Saudi Arabia. 

Mission Planning Why the mission was originally developed, how the Apaches 
and Pave Lows became options to execute the mission, and 
the initial TF Normandy mission.   

Pre-Mission Prep Methods for selecting the team, training for the mission, 
challenges with joint operations, OPSEC, and interoperability, 
concerns with desert flying, moving to the ISB, the final mission 
update brief, and a virtual view of one of the target sites. 

Movement / 
Actions on the 
Objective 

Task organization of both teams, mission overview, 
movement to and actions on the objective.  

Post-Mission Battle damage assessment and mission impact on 
Operation Desert Storm. 

Participants will describe what happened, what the result was, and analyze the 
impact on the operation. As much as possible these descriptions will be open 
discussions. The free flow exchange of ideas and questions are the hallmarks of a good 
staff ride and is strongly encouraged.  

For those interested in conducting a deeper study of the campaign, the following 
book is particularly useful: 

Taylor, Thomas H.  Lightning in the Storm: The 101st Air Assault Division in the Gulf 
War.  Hippocrene Books, Inc., New York, 1994.  





Chapter 8

Task Force Normandy: The Deep Operation that Started
Operation Desert Storm

Colonel Paul E. Berg and Kenneth E. Tilley

Operations in the deep area involve efforts to prevent uncommitted
or out of contact enemy maneuver forces from being coinin itted in
a coherent manner or preventing enemy enabling capabilities! such
asfires and air defense, from creating effects in the close area.’

—Field Manual (FM) 3-0, Operations

“One of the smallest yet most successful and important Joint-Army-Air
Force operations in the initial strikes in Operation Desert Storm was Task
Force Normandy.”2 During the opening hours in the Iraqi desert on 17 Janu
aly 1991, Task Force Normandy consisted of eight Army AH-64 Apache he
licopters working with four Air Force MH-53J Pave Low helicopters were
on a mission to destroy two Iraqi early warning (EW) radar sites with the
purpose to blind Iraqi air defense and open a 20-mile wide air corridor in the
opening minutes of the air campaign.3 The task force operation was named
Normandy after the site of the 101st Airborne Division’s famous airborne
insertion on D-Day during World War II.~ This operation created an unob
structed pathway for a plethora of fast moving Navy and Air Force bombers
to fly deep into Iraq and destroy key targets to start Operation Desert Stonm
Operation Desert Shield/Desert Shield were the largest combat operations
in US military history since the Vietnam War.5

Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein ordered his Army to invade and occupy
their neighbor border country of Kuwait in early August 1990 with ap
proximately 300,000 troops, because he accused Kuwait of “siphoning
crude oil from common border oil fields and accused them of keeping oil
prices low to assist Western oil-buying nations” in addition claimed “Ku
wait was an artificial state carved out of Iraqi coast by Western colonies.”6
General Norman Schwarzkopf was Commander-in-Chief of United States
Central Command (CENTCOM) and led the United Nations and US first
phase response to Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait by establishing a deterrent de
fensive force to prevent the Iraqi Army from continuing into Saudi Arabia.
This defensive posture also established valuable time for the UN and US
militaries to build up more forces to mount a major offensive to forcefully
remove Saddam’s forces if he did not withdraw his forces from Kuwait.
The name given to the initial defensive operation was Operation Desert
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Shield.7 Hussein defied United Nations Security Council demands to with
draw from Kuwait by mid-January 1991.

Mission Analysis

As UN and US forces were establishing Operation Desert Shield, the
Iraqi Army’s immediate threat into Saudi Arabia declined. This opportu
nity allowed an initial planning cell from the US Air Force’s 20th Special
Operations Squadron (20 SOS) to start planning an air campaign, with a
an essential task of penetrating Iraq’s air defenses and allow freedom of
maneuver for UN and US aircraft to conduct deep operations into Iraq to
reduce risk management to crews.8 The 20 SOS was commanded by Lieu
tenant Colonel (USAF) Rich Corner from 1st Special Operations Wing
(SOW) at Hurlbert Field, Florida, and consisted of multiple MH-53J Pave
Lows helicopters in Saudi Arabia to provide area coverage—their primary
mission for search and rescue operations.9

The Iraqi defense system consisted of French and Soviet air defense
equipment. The Iraqis had built an integrated air defense system that in
cluded medium- and long-range surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) and short-
range anti-aircraft artillery pieces. The multi-layered defense system es
tablished overlapping coverage against high fixed-wing aircraft and low
rotary wing aircraft. The Iraqis were only able to establish this defense
system through powerful LW radars that provided essential enemy air
threat critical information regarding size, direction of attack, and speed
axis of any enemy force.1° The Iraqi security operations centers (SOC)
would receive the early warning information and determine what air de
fense asset to use to maximize effects. If a task force could destroy several
LW sites, that effort could cripple SOC’s capability to integrate air defense
system against enemy air. The tactical challenge was that the SOC’s were
usually deep inside Iraq and well defended, and to minimize causalities
during any future air campaign, a military operation must take out the eyes
and ears of the Iraqi air defense system.”

The new arrival of global positioning system (GPS) technology played
a pivotal role in the mission analysis. GPS technology started in 1980s with
a global network of GPS satellites launched into space orbit.’2 The new
network of GPS technology allowed accuracy up to 100 meters in South
west Asia 24 hours a day with the aircraft that were GPS-enabled. This
technological navigational advantage gave certain aircraft (mainly special
operations aircraft like the MH-53J Pave Lows) an unparalleled precision
of navigation during day, night, and instrument weather conditions.’3
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Colonel Jessie Johnson, Commander of US Special Operations Com
mand Central (SOCCENT), initially had Colonel (USAF) George Gray,
Commander of the 1st Special Operations Wing (SOW), and his staff plan
ners target on two Iraqi EW radar sites that were positioned in the pro
posed air attack corridor, but total simultaneous destruction of these sites
was critical to mission success. These EW sites had to be destroyed at the
same time to prevent any warning or alert to the larger Iraqi air defense
systems. Due to the overlapping of EW coverage, destroying only one EW
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Figure 8.1. 17 January 1991 AH-64 Apache Attack on Radar Sites inside the
Iraqi border. This opening Deep Attack kicked off Operation Desert Storm. Map
created by Army University Press.
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site would still leave enough capability to threaten future attacking air
forces.’4 During this timefrarne of planning, intelligence assets had iden
tified that the Iraqis tactically moved the three radar sites 20, 27, and 40
miles, respectively, further back into Iraq and hardened the sites.’5

During initial mission planning using only the MH-53Js because of
their enabled GPS navigation, the helicopters could attack the two EW sites
with their 50-caliber machine guns. Colonel Johnson briefed this initial
plan to General Schwarzkopf, who only approved the concept for further
planning. However, Lieutenant Colonel Corner was not convinced of suc
cess of this initial plan, because he believed “that the 50-caliber machine
guns would not be powerful enough to satisfactorily destroy the sites.”6
In addition, the 3d Battalion, 160th Special Operation Aviation Regiment
(SOAR) contacted Colonel George Gray and recommended Army MH
60s armed with 2.75-inch rockets and 7.62-mm mini-guns would be better
for the mission accomplishment than then the Pave Lows. Colonel Gray
and Lieutenant Colonel Corner “rejected that proposal believing that, in
reality, the Army special operations aviators werejust looking for a way to
block the Pave Low guys from being in the mission.”7

The initial planners recommended three course of actions (COA) to
achieve the objective: COA #1 was to insert special operation forces on
the ground; COA #2 was to have Air Force Pave Low helicopters attack
and destroy the EW sites only using their .50-caliber machine guns; and
COA#3 used cruise missiles.’8 Each of the COAs involved a certain high
risk and mission failure that something might survive or be missed. The
planners all agreed that the use of helicopters was the best option “because
their pilots could loiter on station, assess damage, and reengage targets un
til they were sure nothing was left.”° The helicopter was the best answer
to destroy the objective, assess damage, re-engage, and provide a rescue
option for any downed aircraft scenarios; howeve,; which ones, what type,
and how many was the next step.

The best aircraft for navigation would be the Pave Lows, but the most
accurate helicopter to destroy the EW sites was determined to be the AH-64
Apache helicopter. The AH-64 Apache helicopter was a new attack plat
form that was the replacement for the US Army’s Vietnam era AH-1 Cobra
helicopter. Lieutenant Colonel Corner further discussed the mission and
also highly recommended the mission include Army AH-64s with Hellfire
missiles, Hydra-70 rockets, and 30-mm machine guns to do the job. The
AH-64 Apache could carry a mix of weapons that could assure destruction
of both hard and soft targets. The Apaches did not have GPS navigation
capability like the Pave Lows, and flying nap-of-the-earth (NOB) in the
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desert and night was high-risk. The key for mission success was destroying
two Iraqi EW sites simultaneously attacking both sites at the same deter
mined time. This scenario required two aircraft teams to maintain arrival at
night at the objective on time, which the Apaches were unable to do alone
with its navigational capabilities. The Apaches needed assistance in preci
sion navigation to get to the objective on time where they would have the
ability to do what they did best by destroying the objective.20

As the plan was maturing to a Pave Low and Apache mix, CENTCOM
intelligence reported three Iraqi EW sites had consolidated into two sites
and moved 10 miles closer to the border.2~ The result was a hybrid option
using Pave Lows with Apaches; the Pave Lows’ onboard GPS assured pre
cise navigation, while their terrain-following radar could provide the safe
ty for the Apaches to maintain precise speed along the route. The planners
took their modified plan of Pave Low and Apache mix to Colonel Johnson
at SOCCENT. Colonel Johnson updated General Schwarzkopt who then
approved the use ofApaches from the 101st Airborne Division and cleared
them collectively to start training.22

On 25 September 1990, Colonel Johnson called in Lieutenant Col
onel Richard A. Cody, Commander of the 1st Battalion, 101st Aviation
Brigade, to discuss the mission capability and assurance of success and
who were also co-located at King Fahd Airport.25 After the meeting, Lieu
tenant Colonel Comer met with Lieutenant Colonel Cody, and they began
planning the mission in detail not knowing when the D-Day (day of the
operation) or H-hour (designated hour of the attack) was expected to be.
The Task Force was officially called Task Force Normandy.24

The mission concept was that the Pave Low helicopters were going to
lead and navigate using their GPS technology and terrain-following radar
and the Apaches would follow to the release point then move on to the
objectives. The Pave Lows would also be available to search and rescue
any Apache crewmen should any aircraft get shot down.25

The identified immediate challenges of this package of Joint aircraft
were the Apaches’ fuel load constraint. With a full weapons load (Hell-
fires, rockets, and 30-mm). the Apaches could barely fly the mission with
internal fuel and would have no margin for error if needed to avoid un
expected threats or bad weather. A crewmember flight engineer Tech Ser
geant (USAF) Jeff Morrison recommended one option that “a Pave Low
could ground transfer fuel from its tanks to the affected Apache and also
could assure the necessary equipment was aboard each Pave Low.”26 An
additional option was to establish a forward arming and refueling point
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(FARP) inside Iraq; this was quickly abandoned because of its complex
ities and fears fi~om Desert One (a failed 1980 Joint aviation mission in
Iran that resulted in two destroyed aircraft and killed eight crewmen). The
approved recommendation was to use an external fuel tank that replaced
one 2.75” rocket pod.27

Another challenge was how to identi& the release point; some of the
best solutions came from enlisted crewmembers. One of the Pave Low
gunners recommended that “they lead the Apaches to a pre-designated po
sition (release point) and then mark it with chemical night lights.”28 The
Apache pilots could identi& the chemical sticks position and update their
Doppler systems for the final run into their targets.

There would be two flights of aircraft to destroy the EW sites. Each
flight (Red Team and White Team) would consist of two MH-53s that would
lead and navigate four Apaches each to the site and also provide combat re
covery support. Lieutenant Colonel Cody selected his aircrews in December
to conduct the mission into two teams offourApaches.2° Lieutenant Colonel
Cody had 24 Apache crews and picked only eight but commented any of the
24 could have completed the mission; crews averaged 26-years-old and in
clude three warrant officers out of flight school. Lieutenant Colonel Corner
would lead the Red Team to the western radar site and Lieutenant Colonel
Cody would lead the White Team to the other radar site.3°

Through the next three months in the fall of 1990, they would train
in the Saudi Arabian desert for the mission. The Apaches received per
mission to only six Hellfire live-fire ranges in the Saudi desert. The crews
on the mission were not briefed on specific targets or locations until two
days before execution; also there would be one trained spare AH-64 and
one UH-60 with four mechanics trained available on standby if needed.3’

The White Team consisted of20th Pave Low crews ofCaptain Michael
Kingsley and Major Robert Leonik and Apache crews of Lieutenant Col
onel Dick Cody, Chief Warrant Officer 2 William Stewrnorn, Lieutenant
Torn Drew, Chief Warrant Officer 2 Tim Zarnowski, Chief Warrant Officer
3 Ronald Rodriguez, Chief Warrant Officer 2 David Miller Chief Warrant
Officer 3 David Jones, and Chief Warrant Officer 2 Thomas O’Neill. 32

The Red Team consisted of 20th Pave Low crews of Captain Corby
Martin and Major Ben Pulsifer, and the Apache crews consisted of
Captain Newman Shufflebarger Chief Warrant Officer 3 Tom Roderick,
Warrant Officer 1 Tim Vincent, Chief Warrant Officer 2 Shawn Hoban,
Chief Warrant Officer 4 Lewis Hall, and Warrant Officer 1 Jerry Orsburn.
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The spare Apache consisted of Lieutenant Tim Devito and Chief Warrant
Officer 2 Mark Ivey. ~

The maintenance crew aircraft selected in a UH-60 Blackhawk heli
copter were ChiefWarrant Officer 3 Terry Seanor and Captain David Park
er, along with intelligence officer Lieutenant Russ Stinger, mechanics Staff
Sergeant Robert Sparks and Staff Sergeant John Frady.34 Their mission
would be to conduct downed aircraft recovery duties if an aircraft crashed
or was shot down.

Challenges of Joint Operations

Joint operations always come with longstanding challenges in bring
ing multi-service agencies together to work as a team. The Apache and
Pave Low crews had never worked with each other before this mission,
and each aircraft had different service troop, training, and procedures
(TTPs). In addition, between inter-service aircrews there was a natural
and mutual mistrust within the aviation community. Additional differenc
es in equipment were that the Apaches operated at night using infrared
and needed no ambient light while Pave Lows used night vision goggles
(NVG), which required some ambient light; each aircraft had to find ways
to accommodate the equipment differences.35

Operational security (OPSEC) of the future Task Force Normandy
mission was of critical concern to assure covert training specifics and
avoid any suspicion. The Army and Air Force crews were not informed
of the details or the exact target until hours before the mission. Both Lieu
tenant Colonel Cody and Lieutenant Colonel Comer conducted all training
almost 700 miles away from the actual objective; the crews never prac
ticed the actual route; the movements to the actual operational base was
classified; the Air Force and army crews planned to fly separately to the
staging base at King Khalid Military City.36

As each aircraft type were conducting successful training flights in the
fall independently, the pressure from Joint Special Operations Command
(JSOC) and CENTCOM on the decision of the Apache to complete the
mission over other aircraft had to overcome doubt by the staff, because
this was the first time the AH-64 Apache were in combat and had not been
fully tested. One of the final training scenarios from higher to confirm
the choice of the Apache was tasked to fly a 1,000-mile specified route
at night, arrive at a gunnery range undetected and blow up some targets
at a precise time down to the exact second. Lieutenant Colonel Cody and
his selected crews performed, unaware CENTCOM staff was present. The
1-101st battalion operations officer (S3) was in the range tower with the
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CENTCOM staff and with 15 seconds to go, no one in the tower could
see or hear the Apaches in the darkness as they were passing the tower;
a CENTCOM staff officer asked the 53 where the Apaches were; within
three seconds to go the 53 said, “I guess they are not going to make it?”
and instantly the area around the tower lit up as all four Apaches fired at
the exact designated time.57 That demonstration clinched the decision: if
the Apaches could sneak that close to the people who knew they were
coming and were looking for them, then they had the stealth for the real
mission. All doubts were erased that the Apache could do the mission.

After three months of training, Colonel Johnson personally briefed
General Schwarzkopf in late October “that Task Force Normandy was
ready to execute its mission to destroy two Iraqi EW sites ... and Colonel
Johnson assured him that the mission would be 100 percent successful;”
then Schwarzkopf replied, “Okay, Colonel, then you get to start the war.”38
The date of the mission was still undetermined and would be decided by
President George H.W. Bush.

The week before Christmas 1990, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, General Cohn Powell, and the Secretary of Defense (SECDEF),
Honorable Dick Cheney, flew to Riyadh to review the CENTCOM war
plans personally. As General Schwarzkopf was briefing the Task Force
Normandy mission to the SECDEF, he brought in Colonel Johnson and
Colonel Gray and pointedly asked if they could guarantee 100-percent
success; both answered yes.39

Task Force Normandy held a final rehearsal on 10 January 1991 and it
went as planned and flawless which involved actual timing and distances
to identi1~’ any errors. Lieutenant Colonel Coiner said “We were eager for
the mission to fly . . . not since Desert One in Iran had special operations
helicopters been given a better chance for a good mission.”4° On 14 Janu
ai~’, the Apaches and Pave Lows departed separately to Al Jouf, which was
a Joint airfield about 130 miles south of the Iraqi border.

During the final exercise, Lieutenant Colonel Comer spoke with Joint
Special Operations Command’s (JSOC) air component commander and
noticed that Lieutenant Colonel Doug Brown, the commander of the 1st
Battalion of the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment (SOAR) did
his best to insure that the aviation unit of choice for the upcoming mission
was his unit and not the 20th SOS. Lieutenant Colonel Coiner identified
the differences in capabilities between the aircraft types to JSOC and al
most lost the mission due to preference to Brown’s unit, but in the end,
Coiner kept the mission.4’
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On the afternoon of 16 January 1991, all last-minute diplomatic UN
and Allies’ efforts to avert any future combat failed as the United Nation’s
January deadline to Saddain Hussein came and went. President Bush se
cretly declared D-Day, the start of the air war against Iraq, as 17 Januaiy
1991, and the entire world held its breath in anticipation of the war.42 To
set the conditions for the war and open an air corridor for bombers and
fighters, General Schwarzkopf approved the Task Force Normandy mis
sion to destroy two early-warning radar stations on early morning of 17
January 1991. CENTCOM notified all of its forces that the war would start
the next morning at 0300.~~

At 2130, Lieutenant Colonel Comer and Cody held a final mission up
date brief for all the Apache and Pave Low crews. The crews were highly
professional and had been well trained and knew the significance of their
mission to the future large-scale combat operations that were going to hap
pen next. At 2330, crews began pre-flight checklists and at midnight they
started engines.44

Mission Execution

Because their flight times required different departures, the “White
Team” Apaches left first from Al Jouf Airfield at 0100; the first “White”
Pave Low lifted at 0113. The “White Team” Pave Lows linked with their
Apaches to fly the eastern target now designated “California.” The Red
team led seven minutes later and crews joined their four Apaches en route
for the western target designated “Nevada.”45 Lieutenant Colonel Comer
flew as a copilot in Red Team in a Pave Low and maintained communi
cations with Colonel Gray and Colonel Johnson at SOCCENT command
center. Lieutenant Colonel Dick Cody was a copilot with White Team in
an Apache. There were also two MH-60’s for combat rescue support (55th
SOS), one UH-60 with Apache mechanics, and one spare Apache if need
ed up in orbit north of Arar.46

The Red and White Teams avoided any ground lighting to preserve
operational security. The Red Team encountered an unexpected observa
tion post that was extremely brightly lit, which required them to diveit
the route slightly and noticed small arms fire that had no effect. When
the White Team neared the border, they drew a missile fired by an Iraqi
assumed by the response to the sounds of the helicopters.47 At 0212, Task
Force Normandy crossed into Iraq, varying their flight paths to avoid
known or suspected enemy observation posts or Bedouin locations. The
western target was 13 miles farther; the eastern target, 23 miles.48
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Both teams flew in radio silence and crossed the border at 120 knots
at an altitude of 75 feet and from 40 kilometers out, crews could make out
lights near the objective.40 The Iraqis had left the lights on at the objective.
The flight slowed to 80 knots and descended to 50 feet as they approached
the release point. Two minutes later, the Pave Lows slowed to a hover and
dropped green chemical stick to the ground to mark release point and then
turned south. As the Pave Lows departed south and went into a holding
pattern—ready to provide combat search and rescue (CSAR) or extra fir
ing power if needed—the Apaches slowly passed over the chemical lights
and updated their Doppler navigational systems for the final 10-mile rrin to
their individual targets. Task Force Normandy arrived into firing position
exactly 90 seconds early.5° Lieutenant Colonel Cody commented that, “the
waiting after they were already in Iraq made him old before his time.”5’

The Apaches achieved complete surprise on the Iraqi EW sites. The
Apache crews also saw enemy troops around the structures. Suddenly, the
lights began to go off and one of the pilots commented, “I think they know
we are here” as the Apache crews turned on their ranging lasers.52 The ra
dars were turned up looking for fixed winged aircraft, not expecting slow
moving helicopters. At exactly 0237:50, White Team Apache pilot 2nd
Lieutenant Toni Drew keyed his radio and broadcast, “Party in 10” and
Red Team broadcast “Joy.”53 Precisely 10 seconds later, all crews began
firing their Hellfire missiles. Twenty seconds later, the deadly weapons
began to detonate against the structures. The generators were first, then
the command bunkers, and finally, the radar dishes themselves. By hit
ting power sources first, the pilots would silence the radar site before it
could alert the Iraqi central control headquarters in Baghdad.54 The enemy
soldiers died in the melee. The intelligence-gathering aircraft high above
monitored the sites and noted that all radar signals immediately ceased.
Each of the Apaches had a primary target, along with another Apache’s
primary as a secondary target. Cody arranged primary and secondary tar
gets to assure every piece of the EW site had redundant hits.55 The intent
was to assure that nothing could be easily repaired. After all Hellfires were
expended, the Apaches moved to 4 kilometers and started firing Multipur
pose Sub-Munitions (MPSM) rockets and at 2 kilometers from the sites,
they opened up with their 30-mm chain guns and riddled what remained
of the compounds with every bullet they had.56 In addition some of the
rockets fired were flechettes to tear up wires and cables connecting parts
of the site; nothing would be repairable, the whole attack, from first to
last shot took only a few minutes. Within four minutes, the radar sites and
their bunkers were completely destroyed with full mission accomplish
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ment, then Task Force Normandy turned for home. Cody transmitted “Cal
ifornia A-A-A” to Comei~ who then relayed the message to CENTCOM
that the White Team target had been 100-percent destroyed and with no
casualities.57 Coiner reported “Nebraska A-A-A” to CENTCOM to signal
the Red Team had 100-percent destruction of their site and no casualties. 58

Task Force Nonnandy created a 40-kilometer corridor for Allied aircraft to
begin Desert Storm’s air operations. The sites were completely destroyed
and would not reactivate during the war.5°

The radar facilities were destroyed 22 minutes before H-Hour (termed
H-22), a timing that was based on the estimated time that the Iraqis’ radar
network could detect the “strike force” as it moved toward the border. The
hole in the Iraqis’ defense system reduced their ability to detect, identi1~’,
and respond to the Coalition attack.6°

The Apaches had expended 27 Hellfire missiles, 100 Hydra-70 rock
ets, and 4,000 rounds of 30-mm cannon fire. They turned south, rejoined
with the Pave Lows, and headed home. En route, crews observed what ap
peared to be the launch of two SA-7 missiles. Utilizing onboard defensive
systems and some aggressive maneuvering, the crews managed to escape
them. Outbound, Lieutenant Colonel Comer radioed a code-word message
to SOCCENT headquarters reporting their complete success: “SOF targets
destroyed.”6’ Colonel Johnson personally reported the results to General
Schwarzkopf’s command center. “Thank God!” the general responded.62

As the Task Force Normandy helicopters flew out of Iraq, strike air
craft roared toward Baghdad; at the Saudi border. The last danger for the
aircraft was the need to stay low to the ground and not rise above 100 feet
as the largest air armada since Vietnam raced toward Baghdad. A coalition
of US and Allied aircraft began crossing Iraqi airspace which included the
F-i 17 stealth fighter’s first mission in combat and joined the attack along
with dozens of F-i5s and F-il is. British Toronado fighters along with
Saudi and Kuwaiti F-15s also joined in the attack on Iraqi targets. The
lights were so numerous in the total blackness that Lieutenant Colonel
Comer called the formation aluminum overcast. After crossing the border,
the Pave Lows disappeared to resume CSAR duties, the Apaches returned
to their original base. The Apaches from the 1-101st had rejoined the 101st
Airborne Division at Camp Eagle and landed at 1600.63

The Pave Low and Apache combination worked as planned and the
training had fully paid off. The returning aircraft could see in the clear night
air above the multiple formations of US and Allied fixed-winged aircraft
heading for the radar gap. The pilots remembered how “you could look off
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to the south, and there were blinkers lined up ... you could see a long way
on goggles.. . there were anti-collision lights lined up; it looked like an LA
freeway. . . then, all of a sudden, there were no more lights as each aircraft
turned off their lights to enter Iraqi airspace.”TM One F-15E fighter pilot
wrote a thank-you letter to the crews of Task Force Normandy that said,
“During our [flight intelligence] brief, we noticed our route offlight took us
right over an active [radarl site We were told not to worry about it.
We saw the explosions and your helicopters in our FUR [forward-looking
infrared radiometer] as we flew over you; there was immense relief.”65

Operation Desert Storm in Effect

The shift noncommissioned officer on duty at the 101st Airborne Divi
sion main command post at Camp Eagle, King Fahd International Airport,
Saudi Arabia, received a phone call just before 0200 on the 17th of January
from the XVIII Airborne Corps G-3 staff informing him that the US Navy
had launched 100 Tomahawk cruise missiles toward Iraqi targets at 0152
and passed a verbal order from ARCENT that stated “Operation Desert
Storm is in effect.”~ With this order, more than five months of training in the
Saudi desert had come to a conclusion. The defense of Saudi Arabia from
Iraqi aggression, Operation Desert Shield, had been mission accomplished,
and the 101st Airborne Division immediately began implementing its role
in the Liberation of Kuwait and the start of Operation Desert Storm.67

At 0635 on 16 January, seven B-52 bombers launched from Barksdale
Air Force Base, Louisiana, to be a participant in the first wave of aircraft
bombers in Operation Desert Storm. These B-52’s and others from the
continental US had flown a 35-hour, 14,000-mile combat mission—which
would be the longest air combat mission in history.68 The strategic air cam
paign was now in full swing as allied aircraft swarmed over Iraq and Ku
wait. On 17 January, the Turkish government finally gave its approval to
begin combat operations and Colonel Gray was relieved that he now had
a personal recoveiy force for the northern part of the country for the rest
of his Pave Lowes.69

As Task Force Normandy opened up the Iraqis’ western flank to allow
Coalition air to start precision bombing, Saddam Hussein continued to
improve his defenses in Kuwait and had 41 Iraqi divisional headquarters
postured in defense7° Saddam had increased five divisions since Novem
ber, which were infantry divisions that joined the coastal and forward de
fenses and added an additional three regular army armored divisions to
complete the formation of two regular army corps, which would serve as
operational reserve.7’
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Military analysts assessed the defense strategy and assumed Saddam
had decided to accept risk in the west due to terrain that a western attack
would be too difficult and the route too long for the Coalition to consider
an option. Saddarn had residual forces of 24 divisions in Iraq, largely re
cently mobilized infantry units that possessed little military tactical value
and further reinforcements were unlikely. In retrospect, Saddam had left
the back door open, and from all appearances he had neither the capability
nor the inclination to close it.72

By the end of operations on 26 February 1991,24 Iraqi Divisions were
destroyed; Iraqi Soldiers surrendered faster than CENTCOM could count
them, but military police estimated POWs exceeding 30,000 soldiers; the
24th Infantry Division had outrun its fuel trucks; and President Bush or
dered a ceasefire, which went into effect at 0800 on 28 February. By the
ceasefire, the UN and US forces nearly destroyed the entire Iraqi ground
force—3,847 of their 4,280 tanks (90 percent) destroyed, more than half
of the 2,880 armored personnel carriers and nearly 3,100 artillery pieces
destroyed; only 5 to 7 of 43 combat divisions remained capable for any
offensive operations, and there were about 60,000 Iraqi POWs being held.
The US forces had lost 147 killed in action; Operation Desert Storm had
been the fastest and most complete victory in American military history.73

Conclusion

Task Force Normandy succeeded beyond all expectations and set the
conditions for the future fight with both radar sites completely destroyed
and two days later an AC-l30 gunship went to the radar sites to destroy
anything left and found nothing left to shoot at. The casualty results of the
first night of the air campaign were the real measures of success; in which
planners expected high losses among aircraft deep in the heart of Iraq on
the first night, but the losses did not occur.74

Task Force Normandy represented several successful lines of effort to
the Army from lessons learned from the Vietnam War; the success was a
testimonial to the Aviation branch’s ability to attract and retain extreme
ly high-quality aviators, train them to perfection, and let them be critical
thinkers in highly stressful combat environments.75 The most important
keys to their success were gains of key technology since the end of the
Vietnam War; most important was the technological leap in capability that
came with the AH-64 Apache helicopter, the laser-guided Hellfire missile,
and night vision devices. After this initial combat mission of the Apache,
those who doubted the performance of the Apache were silenced by the
aircraft’s ability to prepare and execute the missions at high levels of read
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mess for long periods under horrible environmental conditions. The most
significant technological advantage over peer threats was precision nav
igation that came with the GPS; only a year or two earlier this mission
would have seen impossible.76

Finally, Task Force Normandy showed the effects of dramatic chang
es in thinking about the dimensional multi-domain battlefield and how to
organize and fight in it. Task Force Normandy proved the doctrinal ideas
about deep attack operations in large-scale combat operations and aviation
(in 1990s). This deep maneuver mission also proved the importance of
moving toward joint integrated operations that was fundamentally in the
thinking of future Army doctrine and the current continued concepts of
large-scale combat operations.77 Task Force Normandy prevented the Iraqi
Army from employing air defense fires by destroying the EW sites that
disrupted enemy command and control (C2) and enabled Allied air forces
to mass effects against key Iraqi capabilities to enable the rapid movement
into Iraq, which provided an excellent example that defines large-scale
combat operations of today.
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Chapter 4

SHAPING THE BATTLEFIELD

Af precisely 0200 on the morning of January 17, 1991, a group of
Iraqi soldiers sfanding watch just beyond the border berm was startled
by the scream of turbines and the beat of helicopter rotors passing just a

few fret above them. Seconds later, trailing rotor wash buffrted the
terrified Iraqis and covered theni with stinging particles of flying sand.
The thundering sound of the invisible armada faded quickly as the
Apaches rushed northward deep into the Iraqi soldiers’ homeland. Inside
the aluminum and titanium cocoon of TA/kite Three, the lead Apache in
the six-helicopter formation, both pilots could sense little else but the
narrow, red-lit world defined by their instruments. Chief Warrant Offi
cer Dave Jones was totally focused on an inch-square lens at the end of
a tube attached to his helmet and positioned just in front of his right eye.
Although the Army named this the Pilot’s Night Vision Sensor, pilots
simply called it “the system.” The outboard part of the system, an
infrared sensor, was slaved to follow Jones’ head movements, and as he
looked through the eyepiece he could see a surreal photonegative image
of a giant Air Force MI-I-53J Pave Low helicopter just 50 fret to his left
front. Digital altitude and airspeed numbers fiaslied along the rim of his
eyepiece to enable Jones to fly without having to look back inside the
cockpit. In the front seat Chief Warrant Officer Tom “Tip” O’Neal
strained to catch visual cues through the narrow tubes of the ANVIS-6
night vision goggles. The goggles’ twisted fiber-optic bundles amplified
the limited light of the moonless night enough to allow O’Neal to
continue flying should anything knock out or degrade the system. Just
south of the border, O’Neal picked up flashes from Iraqi machine-gun
fire and the bright streak of a heat-seeking missile launched by some
nervous Iraqi at unseen objects above hi in.

The Pave Low helicopters, their Air Force partners, were along to
assist the Apaches in navigating to the release point using their
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sophisticated inertial and satellite navigation system and
terrain-following radar. The Pave Lozvs-Vvhite One and Two-would
also be ready to rescue Apache crewmen should anyone get shot down.
In addition to the two Pave Lows, four Apaches flew in an echelon right
formation. In the back seat of White Six was Lieutenant Colonel Dick
Cody, 1-101st Aviation, the commander of Task Force Normandy.

Jones and O’Neal had been together since their unit had first received
Apaches at Fort Hood, Texas, more than two years earlier. Jones was a
square-jawed Indiana native with sandy blond hair, a ready smile, and
a self-effacing modesty that belied his extraordinary skill and confidence.
Sixteen years in the Army, 10 of them in the cockpit, and experience as
an AH-l Cobra instructor pilot made him the “old pro” in a company
comprising mostly younger men. Cody referred to Jones as his
“recruiting poster for warrant officers.” His co-pilot had less than six
years in the Army. Dark-haired, with a mustache and wide-set eyes,
O’Neal was a true product of the eighties. His battalion handle, “Gadget
Man,” aptly described his knack with computers and his wizardry with
Apache electronics.

The six White Team helicopters, flying in total radio silence, crossed
the border at 120 knots at an altitude of 75 feet. Although the Apache’s
environmental control unit blew a steady stream of fresh air into their
faces, the crewmen felt some discomfort in their bulky chemical overgar
ments. From 40 kilometers out, O’Neal could make out a glinnner of light
near the target. Oblivious to the threat of war, the Iraqis had left the
lights on. The team slowed to 80 knots and descended to 50 feet as they
approached the release point. Two minutes later Jones saw the Pave Lows
slow to a hover. Through his goggles O’Neal could see intense points of
light drop to the ground as the MH-53J crews dispensed chenucal light
sticks to precisely mark the location of the release point.

Jones hovered carefrlly over the chem lights to allow O’Neal to update
his navigation system. After selecting the prestored coordinates on the
keyboard of the Doppler navigation control head, O’Neal pressed the
“enter” button to reinitialize his fire-control computer. The remaining
White Team Apaches completed the update and followed Jones as he
edged up to his first firing position 5.5 kilometers from the Iraqi radar
complex. Twenty kilometers to the west, the Red Team of two more Pave
Lotus and four Apaches completed the same maneuver south of a second
radar complex.

In clipped, mechanical tones, Jones and O’Neal methodically worked
their way through the prefire checklist to set up for the first target. Jones
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maintained a steady hover while, in the front seat, O’Neal flipped the
night vision goggles up off his face and looked down at the video screen
of his primary target-acquisition system. With the right handgrip man
ual tracker switch, he slewed the laser onto his first target, a square,
box-like object on his screen fhaf defined a dug-in electric power gener
ator just a few meters to the left of the main Iraqi command and control
van. By hitting power sources first, the pilots would silence the radar
site before it could alert the Iraqi central control headquarters in Bagh
dad. The laser spot was centered on the target approximately 4 miles
away. O’Neal punched in the lower left outboard missile and spun it up
so that the missile would recognize the coded laser energy reflected from
the target once he squeezed the launch trigger.

While O’Neai was engrossed in his work, the rest of ‘White Team
fanned out on line, settling into position at 0237, exactly 57 seconds
early. For the longest minute of the war, four Apaches hung suspended
in total darkness 50 feet off the deck. Lieutenanf Tom Drew in White
Five broke radio silence just long enough to broadcast “Party in fan,”
the code to fire in 10 seconds.

At precisely 0238, O’Neal launched the first shot of Desert Storm.
Jones faintly heard the muffled swoosh and the familiar sparks thrown
aside by the Hellfire’s booster motor. In a second the missile disappeared
into the darkness. Jones calmly whispered info the intercom, “This one’s
for you, Saddam,” as he kept the target box in his small screen aligned
with the pipper indicating O’Neal’s line of sight. O’Neal’s right thumb
was on the manual tracker switch holding the laser spot on thegenerator
and sending digital information to Jones on where the target-acquisition
system was focused. Seconds later the missile streaked in from the upper
left of O’Neal’s video screen. The explosion momentarily “whited out”
on O’Neal’s screen as 17 pounds of Hellfire explosive vaporized the
generator.

O’Neal immediately “squirted” the laser on the second target, a
nearby command and control van, and took it out with a second missile.
On the periphery of his screen he could see the methodical destruction of
the site as other team members, moving steadily forward at an even 20
knots, hit antennas, radar dishes, and buildings. T/Vithin minutes Jones
could see nothing through his infrared sight but burning dots of light.

Jones guided the Apache forward in line with the other aircraft and
broke off the attack just 1,500 meters front the target. In four minutes
White Three had scored seven for seven. O’Neal had hit the westernmost
end of the site, while the other White Team Apaches struck the buildings
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and radar dishes in the middle and eastern end. Completely destroyed,
the site would not reactivate during the war. TA/bite and Red Teams
collectively created a 40-kilometer gap in the line of early warning sites
that ran the length of the Iraqi-Saudi Arabian border. Leaving the radar
site inflames, the Apaches slipped smoothly intoformation with the Pave
Lows and turned south, 50 feet above the desert floor.

FINAL REINFORCEMENTS
Even as Task Force Normandy opened up the Iraqis’ extreme western

flank to Coalition air, Saddam continued to improve his defenses in
Kuwait. Forty-one Iraqi divisional headquarters were in the theater, an
increase of 13 since November.2 Five of the new units were infantry
divisions that joined the coastal and forward defenses. Three additional
regular army armored divisions completed the formation of two regular
army corps, which would serve as operational reserve for the KTO. The
first, the Jihad Corps, consisted of the 10th and the 12th Armored Divi
sions and was oriented on the defense of the Wadi al-Batin. The second,
the 2d Armored Corps, made up of the 17th Armored and 51st Mecha
nized Divisions, was fixed on the defense of mainland Kuwait from
amphibious assault. The creation of these two corps-sized operational
reserves freed up the Republican Guard to act in its traditional role of
strategic reserve.

The rest of the new divisions-all infantry-deployed west of Kuwait,
thickening and adding depth to the defenses in that area. Two went into
the line just west of the Wadi al-Batin. The other three deployed along key
lines of communication as far west as as-Salman and as far north as
an-Nasiriyah and an-Najaf. The Iraqis, however, had failed to close off the
western approach to the KTO with an obstacle belt as extensive as the
elaborate one inside Kuwait. Analysts examining the defenses believed
that Saddam had decided to accept risk in the west, probably assuming
that a western attack would be too difficult and the route too long for the
Coalition to consider. Saddam had a residual force of 24 divisions in Iraq,
largely the dregs of recently mobilized infantry units that possessed little
military value. Therefore, further reinforcement of the theater was un
likely. Obviously, Saddam had left the back door to the KTO open, and
from all appearances he had neither the capability nor the inclination to
dose it.

SEEING THE BATFLEFIELD

Developing a comprehensive intelligence picture of the Gulf had not
been easy. The US intelligence community had spied on the Warsaw Pact
for decades using signals intelligence (SIGINT), human intelligence (HU~
MINT), and imagery intelligence (IMINT). The rapid development of the
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necessary to select the right concept plan. To achieve that end, Stewart
planned intelligence collection, production, and dissemination to mesh
with the needs of the corps commanders. Early on, Franks and Stewart
met to synchronize the critical decision points in the fight, particularly the
read on RGFC actions that would enable Franks to decide whether to
continue northeast or turn to the right. The result was an inteffigence and
electronic warfare synchronization matrix that, with the commanders’
decision points as its foundation, would produce useful, predictive tacti
cal inteffigence. Those “key reads” would be the ultimate proof of the
ability of Army intelligence to support the commander fighting the
ground battle.

THE AIR OPERATION: A CLASH OF CULTURES

Preparing for the ground battle brought to the forefront longstanding
cultural differences between the Air Force and the Army, differences that
had begun to emerge as early as August. The two Services’ operating
environments are fundamentally different Air Force doctrine rests on the
principles of centralized control and flexible execution. Air Force plarmers
regard anything more specific than that as the “bag of tricks” necessary to
accomplish the mission-what the Army refers to as tactics, techniques,
and procedures. The Air Force therefore is able to change its tactics,
techniques, and procedures very rapidly without any effect on its doc
trine. This general view of doctrine allows the Air Force to accommodate
last-minute proclivities in a campaign by capitalizing on the flexibility of
its principal operational element-the aircraft. While an Air Force opera
tion might consist of, at most, several hundred distinct combat elements,
all of which are relatively easy to schedule, observe, and direct, the
Army’s operational elements consist of hundreds of thousands of individ
ual soldiers and units, widely scattered and tucked within terrain folds
and foliage. The essence of joint operations is full synchronization and
integration of combat power. This means that all Services must approach
the battlefield from the same perspective, with each complementing the
other in achieving the commander’s goal. When Army commanders select
specific tactics, techniques, and procedures to accomplish a mission, they
do so guided by doctrinal principles. Joint doctrine allows for joint control
while maintaining appropriate flexibility in execution.

The 31 initiatives dialogue of 1984 led the Army to expect the Air Force
to comply with the mutually accepted agreements on battlefield air inter
diction. The difference between air interdiction and BAI is critical.
Whereas Al reaches deep to strike strategic targets approved by the CINC,
BAI attacks targets nominated by corps commanders that are closer to
ground tactical units. BAI provides one of the most powerful means for
the corps commander to shape the deep battlefield. AirLand Battle doc
trine relies on the premise that some discrete portion of ground attack air
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power would be directed to kill or at least to hold distant enemy forma
tions in place long enough for ground forces to maneuver against them.
The process of deep attack involves much more than just indiscriminate
strikes by tactical aircraft at any lucrative object located in front of friendly
forces. Instead, the commander carefully focuses his limited air power on
the targets most critical to the maneuver. In the offense, the corps com
mander chooses his axes’ of advance and then carefully calculates time
and distance to determine which enemy forces arrayed deep against him
threaten his advancing columns.

The integration and synchronization of combat power to strike deep,
high-value targets creates synergism. For example, the culminating
ground operation of Desert Storm required that Iraqi chemical delivery
systems, especially artillery, be destroyed. Equally essential, the Republi
can Guard would be battered, cut off from higher headquarters, and fixed
in place until VII Corps could smash through its defenses. Early attacks
on forward command and control systems would prevent alerting the
RGFC to the direction and size of the main attack. By targeting just those
threats, Franks sought to “shape” the battlefield to facilitate the
movement of his own forces. Hitting those targets simultaneously as
ground forces destroyed frontline divisions might collapse the Iraqi
defense of the KTO.

The function of BAT, therefore, is not only to attrit the enemy but
more importantly, to take away his freedom of maneuver, his capability
to sustain himself, and his will to resist in order to shape the battlefield
for the decisive maneuver. Since BAI was most essential to Generals Luck
and Franks for shaping the battlefield for the coming ground operation,
its availability was crucial, and they trusted that it would be available.
To support their schemes of maneuver, the corps commanders wanted to
be able to direct air attacks against the most important targets beyond the
reach of their organic attack systems. The issue was not how much of the
total air effort was devoted to shaping the battlefield; the Army recog
nized competing priorities such as air-to-air and air interdiction of deep
theater targets. The issue was that corps commanders needed to control
the effects and timing of BAT targeted within their zone. Placing BAI
under an overall category of interdiction reduced the corps commander’s
influence on the process.

THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF
AIR-GROUND OPERATIONS

Air planners have long sought to vindicate the view that the
ever-increasing accuracy of air-delivered munitions has made it possible
to win wars the “clean” way-through strategic targeting. In this view,
the application of air power then becomes a campaign-if not a separate
war-distinct from ground combat. The Army, on the other hand, does
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fIelds claimed by iraq, Saddam Hussein~ government renewed its inter
est in Bubiyan and \\~arbah islands. 1-Ic cleared the way for action by
beginning negotiations for a final settlement with Iran, massing troops
on die Kuwaiti border, and sounding out the American reaction to a
possible military move into Kuwait, Saddam appeared to ignore the
ltstatemcnt of the Cii tei Docttint h~ the administrmon of Presickni
George H. Bush in National Security Directive 26 of October 1989,
warning that the United States would defend its vital interests by force
if necessary,°4

Meanwhile, Kuwait struggled to find a counterbalance to the
increasing Iraqi threat. It had a military agreement with Egypt that dated
from the last phase of the Iran—Iraq war and even made an overture
toward Iran. which might again serve as a potential counter to Iraq. But
neither those connections nor the Gulf Cooperation Council had the
potential strength to ward off a determined Iraqi attack. Kuwait needed
protection, like that provided by Great Britain at the turn of the century
and. by the United States in 1987, Yet, like Saudi Arabia and other Arab
states. Kuwait accepted American construction support and air defense
missiles but stopped short of inviting an American presence in support
of its own defense. That refusal, grounded in strong feelings of national
pride, race, and religion, reflected an unrealistic assessment ol its situa
tion. As historian Theodore Draper wrote during the year of the tanker
ivir in which Kitwatti oil nnkeis began to i1’~ Aniencan flags Kui4alt
was too rich to be left alone and too weak to defend itselVnt

Dining the Inst se~ en months of 1990 lnqt ii oop movcmenis md
presidential bombast foreshadowed the impending crisis. But, like
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, the United States did not recognize the
itnminenct of the Iriqi threit until it wis too late On 2 August 1990
when Iraqi tanks rolled through Kuwait to the Saudi border and
Saclclam Hussein’s government declared that Kuwait no longer existed
as an independent country~ perceptions quickly changed. President
Bush quickly decided to uphold the Carter Doctrine and commit the
United States to direct military action.

With a large majority of the nations of the world opposed to the
invasion of Kuwait, President Bush built a broad-based coalition in
support of intervention. The United States, which took die lead in
developing and coordinating opposition to Iraq, achieved a diplomatic
triumph of great magnitude and far-reaching consequence. Urged for—
uard h~ the United States the United Nitions Generil ~sscmhl)
imposed an embargo on Iraq! and the Security Council voted to con
demn the invasion Almost immediately coalition forces moved toward
Southwest Asia. By far the largest contributor to the force, the United
States honored commitments to Saudi Arabia first made by President
Trulnan.’< The result was Operation DEsrRr Sn1ELD, which before it was
over became the Dr,srRr S’roRM.
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Baitle~ basis n traditional concepts of maneuver warfare by leaching it
and making frequent use of historical examples.~

In practical terms, the doctnne required commanders to supervise
three types of operations simultaneously. in close operatIons, large tac
tical formations such as corps and divisions Foughi battles through
maneuver, close edmbat. and indirect lire support Deep operations
helped to win the close battle by engaging enemy formations not in
contact, chiefly through deception. deep surveillance., and ground and
air interdiction of enemy reserves. Objectives of deep operations were
to isolate the battlefield and influence when, where, and against whom
later battles would be fought. Rear operations proceeded simultaneous
ly with the other two and focused on assembling and moving reserves,
redeploying fire support, continuing logistical efforts to sustain the bat
tle, and providing continuity of command and control. Security opera
tions, traffic control, and maintenance of lines of communications were
critical to rear operations (Chart 1).

AirLand Battle generated an extended doctrinal and tactical discus
sion in the service journals after 1976 thai h&pecl to clarilS’ and. occa—
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Despite improvements in personnel, doctrine, and weapons, the
Army that went Lo Saudi Arabia waslattely inexperienced. The limited
combat actions in Grenada and Panama. which were not real tests of
Airland Battle doctrine, gave vety lew soldiers experience under lire.
The URGEnt Fuav operation inGrenada involved fewer than 8,000 Army
soldiers, ~‘ith actual Army coffibat being limited to the 1st and Zd
Isatialléns oltlw 75th Ranger Regiment and certain units of the 82d
Airborne Division. In fact, Army strength on the island during the peri
od of combat probably did not exceed 2,500, and the heaviest combat.

I occurring during the first hours of the landing on 25 October 1983. was
borne by Company A. 1st Battalion, 75th Rangers)’ The fighting during
Operation Just CAuse in Panama was similarly limited, although more
Army units, totaling about 27,0b0 soldiers, participated.

In neither case was there serious opposidon of the kind the Army
had been training lot decades to meet. Far and away the most important
aspects of Operations Ut rr Putty and Just CAUSE were their utility in
testing the effectiveness of Ii’S. joInt fonzes command-and-control pro
cedures. areas in which both operations. as well as subsequent joint
deployments, revealed continuing problems.*joinl doctrine, a matter of
concern since the Goldwater-Nichols Defense Reorganization Act of
1986 emphasized it, was far from complete?0 Not until 1990 did the
Army, acting for the Joint Chiefs of Staff, complete drafts of Joint
Publicatiop 3—0. Doct4ne for Un~fled and faint Operations, and prqiate
Joint Publication 3—07, Joint Doctrine far Low-Intensity Conflict, as a test
manual to be issued late in the year. The two most important volumes,
Campaign Planning and Contingency Operations, remained to be written,4”

Still, the important questions that remained blunted the. ege of
pervasive official optimism as the Army deployed to the Middle East
during the summer of 1990. Chief among them was how well new
weapons would perform. The Ml series Abrams and Ml and M3
Bradleys had never faced combat. Neither had the multiple launch
rocket system. the Patriot missile, the AH—64A Apache, or modem
command, control, and communications mechanisms that were sup
posed to weld those sophisticated implements into a coherent fighting
system,4’ Problems with weapons procurement over the preceding
decade had conditioned many to doubt. how well the new high-tech
nology weapons would perform. As a result, media pundits and mili
tary commentators warned ofa long and bloody:war of attrition if the
Middle East crisis could not be resolved through negotiation.’

The volunteer Army was a second source of concern.
I OvershadoWed in the public eye by discussions about the efficacy of
I modem weapons and within the Army by the. immediate eoncerni of

preparing for war, the question of how to guarantee an adequate stream
bf trained replacements and a sufficient supply of new equipment
loomed behind the possibility that the ground battle would be long and
costly. The Army of July 1990. regulars and reservists, was the Army
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Despite heroic efforts on the part of agencies such as the Army
Materiel Command, deploying units faced critical shortages of supplies
and equipment. Scarcely one week after the initial deployment order, the
XV1II Airborne Corps reported shortages in desert camouflage uniforms
and chemical protective overgarments at Fort 13i’agg.14 Other installations
also reported shortages of uniforms and ovei’garments.’~

On 18 August additional chemical protective overgarmerns were
released for issue From US. Army, Europe, stocks, U.S. stocks of desert
camouflage uniforms were also released as the logistics system
increased production. On 1) August Secretary Cheney and General
Vuono learned that the Army had enough desert uniforms to support
the deploying forces aT two sets per soldier. Meanwhile, the Defense
Personnel Support Center, which had enough cloth on hand to make
200,000 more, redirected two contractors to produce the uniforms and
expedited the procurement ol an additional I million.~ While efforts
continued to increase production, the vast stores of equipment and

I supplies in Europe helped easc immediate needs. On 21 August a ship
ment of chemical suits went from Europe to Fort Bragg. Later a direct
supply line between Europe and Saudi Arabia met needs for clothing,
tents, radios, and other scarce items of supply.~’

The largest and most significant shipment of items From European
stocks during the first phase of DESERT Snitan involved tanks. In
October Secretary Chenefl office approved a request to replace the
Army~ older models in Saudi Arabia. Over 600 newer M1AI tanks with
120-mm. guns and chemical overpressure protection were shipped
from pre—positioned stocks in German~

Although the shipment of tanks from Germany was by far the
largest force modernization activity during DESERT SHIELD, there were
others. From the beginning of the deployment, modernization efforts
enhanced ARCENT capabilities. These efforts were managed centrally
from Army headquarters at the Pentagon. As General Vuono had
promised, they proceeded without disrupting readiness. Modernization

SN’ (1 ‘J (N toUr H ~W Ott ranged from the shipment of impro~ed kitchen naileis to off—the—shelf

puichases of nctunl locating de~ ices mcI in other iteas took the form
of incrementil impro\ements to cm tent models of equipment O~er’ill

to flvio ‘IirLp , totE r the changes hid i pocitn e effect on troop monle
Incremental improvements were particularly important in the case of

Mo H1 EU 1’~ U
us to Phos r tr helicoptets Opetattons in the Studi desert gu e Arnn a~ ration umts

~tvw U Cu I ‘n11 come rite challenges The pilots hid some desert flying e~pei tenee from
~rm V~ trunmg it the Nittonal Tritning Ccntcz it Fn Irwin md during Centni

Commands bannnl c\crei~t Buiot’i Sr ‘i~ in Eg) Pt conducted ~~tth
Egyptian forces, hut flying and maintaining aircraft in Saudi Arabia was

° Mug, ~:dr, XVIII Attbomo Corps ~ unique. The fine desert sand eroded the leading edges of rotor blades,
CI’sa1FoR, 22 Aug Ui’, uub. su~p clogged fuel lines and particle separators, and pitted windscreens. The
No ii, 22 Aug00 Armv~ aviation community studied each problem, looking for solutions
vuo,m~ 3 Au~ o~ with the least effect on operations and readiness. To protect rotor blades
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Iron, erosion caused by airborne sand, a special paint, and later a special
tape. was applied to the blades’ leading edge, Improved particle separa
tors were developed and shipped to the area of operations For installa—
non- Windscreen covers were tested and purchased. They were particu
lark’ important because pitted windscrecns alfected the ability oF the
pilots to liv at night.

The erosion caused by the blowing sand disk ned images in the pilots’
night vision gogglcs md incrtmscd tht. clnnces ol tctidtnis Rcsolvini~ prob
it nis iscos ned ~vith living ‘md hqhnng it night s~ as crucial The Aims
ability to do so would provide it a cleatLeut advantage over Iraqi Forces,

Once in theater, the soldiers had to prepare [or their military mission
and become accustomed to the Middle lEast environment and culture.
Learning to cope with the stress, discomfort, and boredom, as well as
the S-audi culture, became their main challenges. They knew ~‘ery little
about Saudi culture and society, Liquor was banned, Mecca beckoned
live titnes’a clay, women could not show their Faces in public, and reli
gious police patrolled the streets”

Maintaining the morale of soldiers, the bedrock of an Arniy~ efficien—
cv, became one of the commander’s most imponani tasks, In the austere
physical, cultural, and social. environment of Saudi Arabia the solclier~
morale took on an added significance, and commanders Found and

Morale

I , -

Lie in the dcwt ?. ‘i’ll (:1111’s
soldiers niche 11w best ci their
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Chapter 7

I BinYIN!? FOR THE STORM

As 15 january 1991 approached. the last hopes for peace evaporated in
an atmosphere of mutual recriminations. On 30 November 1090
President George K. Bush had invited Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz to
Washington and had offered to send Secretary of State James ft. Baker to

I Baghdad in an effort °w go the extra mile for peace. Iraq accepted bw.
sought again to include Palestine and the Israeli-occupied tenitories in
the discussion. As before, this was unacceptable to the Bush administra
tìon, which had categorically rejected any linkage between the Persian
Gulf crisis and the Palestinian problem.

Further discussions finally Lcd to’a dramatic meeting in Geneva on 9
January between Baker and Aziz. After over six hours of talks, a somber
‘Baker informed reporters that he saw no signs of Iraqi flexibility or linen-
lion to comply ~vith the United Nations resolutions. Three days later
both houses of Congress passeatresolutions authorizing the president to
use military action to enforce the United Nations demand for an iraqi
withdrawal from Kuwait. As neutral diplomats worked frantically to
readi a last-minute settlement all eyes turned toward the Gulf in grim
expectation of the outbreak of war.

Hostilities were not long in coming. At 2300 local time on 16 Januaryc
the crews• of nine Apaches and one Black Hawk of the 101st Airborne

I Division (Air Assault) boattled their helicopters alter a final intelligence
update. They joined a squadron of Air Force search-and-rescue helicopters
and flew into western Iraq. using night vision goggles and infrared radar to

i navigate and kccping low to avoid detection. About 0100, 17 January~ the
Apaches locked on. to their targets, two early warning intercept stations,
and fiied HELLFIRE missiles at them. WIthin minutes, the missiles
knocked out every piece of radar equipment in the stations, crumbling
buildings and vehicles. As the Apaches iumed away from the destruction,
the crows heard over one hundred Air Force jets overhead, passing through

‘Wilbam II, McM’chae.~ s~ j the gap in the radar bound for Baghdad. One hour later,,.television net
FIwd in Angcr. ~sddw * (Apid works broke into their scheduled news’ broadcasts to report the bombing
1q01); 2I-24;CENTCOM Mrep, 17 oF the Iraqi. capital. With, well-synchronized destruction of eady warning

sites by raids and Navy-launched cruise missiles, the coalition air forces
itnw*. s tat, 01. p. 12 ‘ caught the Iraqis completely by su,prise.’
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The Iraqis soon recovered enough to retaliate with Scud missile attacks
against Saudi Arabia and Israel. At distances beyond 175 miles the
Scud was highly inaccurate and prone to breakup in flight, making its
military value negligible. As an instrument of terror against densely
populated areas, however, the Scud posed a significant threat, especial
ly if the Iraqis. as rumored, had been able to mount a chemical ~var—
head on the missile.

For months, President Saddam 1-lussein, hoping to rally Arab sup—
poit, had warned that he would attack israel in the event of a conflict.
I-ic now moved to carry out his threat. Within twenty—four hours of the
allied air attack, the Iraqis launched the First of seven Scuds at Israel,
injuring twelve in the Tel Aviv area. By 25 january the Iraqis had fired
twenty Scuds at Israel and twenty—four at allied bases and cities in
Saudi Arabia. israelis called [or revenge, but their government, at the
request ol the United States, agreed to forego immediate retaliation.

The Scud attacks brought to center stage the Anny~ Patriot antimis
sile system. By the start of Drsrnr SToRM Army Central Command had
deployed about sixty Patriot systems to defend American military facili—
ties, Saudi population centers, and industrial sites, Each battery consisted
of a radar set, a computer-directed engagement conuol stanon, a power
plant. antennae, and up to eight launchers, each with four ready—to—Fire
missiles in canisters. Originally designed as an antiaircraft device, the svs—
tern had been modified by Raytheon. practically on the eve of the war, to
shoot clown missiles. Its antimissile capability had never been tested in
combat and only rarely on the range.

Nevertheless, the system seemed to perform well in its first combat
trial, The apparent success of the Patriot sent a wave of relief through the

Scuds and Patriots
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coalition and the international communit;; troubled by the prospect of
chemical attacks by missiles targeted at defenseless cities. in response to
an Israeli request, the United States, on 19 January; sent two batteries and
their American crews to israel to guard against further Scud attacks!

Later evaluations showed that the Patriot, while it seemed to perform
beyond expectations, was not infallible. As of early March 199l the Army
estimated that the Iraqis had fired eighty-six Scuds, eleven of which were
aimed at Israel prior to the deployment of Patriots. Of the remaining sev
enty-five, forty-seven were considered threatening and PaEriots engaged
forty—five of them. Other studies gave different success rates, one cstin’IaI—
ing that Patriots destroyed 89 percent of the missiles aimed at Saudi
Arabia and 44 percent of the Scuds targeted on Israel.

Occasionally thc Patriot did fail, largely because it was not designed to
intercept the modified Scud, with its smaller warhead. Often, the Scud dis
integrated in flight, and the Patriot went after the largest fragment, rather
than the warhead, The missile which killed twenty—eight Pennsylvania
reservists in their Dhahran barracks on 25 February seemed to have fallen
into that category Still, considering th.e relatively untested status of the
Patriot sysiem before the Persian Gulf operation. it performed well.’

Whatever the success rate, the Patriot took a major psychological
weapon from the Iraqis in a war that, by any measure, was going badly
for them. Thanks largely to the surprise~ achieved on the first night, U.S.
and allied air forces quickly established dominance of the skies, destroy
ing Iraqi planes on the ground and driving the rest into hiding or intern
ment in Iran. Flying 2,000 sorties a day, coalition jets hit airstrips, com
mand centers, air defense facilities, and nuclear and chemical plants.
After the first week of Drsrgr STon~l only five lraqi air bases were still in
operation, and allied jets had bombed 75 percent of lraq~ command den-
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During a daring night raid into Iraq,
Army helicoptersfired thefirst shots of
Operation Desert Storm (above) to knock
out key early warning radar sites and
clear the wayfor coalition air strikes.

In
ATprecisely 2:38 am. on Jan. 17, laser-
guided Hellfire missiles began bursting
into two early-warning ground control
intercept sites in far western Iraq. Within
four minutes, both were completely de
slroyed.

Moments later, like clockwork,
some 100 U.S. Air Force jets screamed
across the border nearest those sites,
headed undetected for Baghdad and other
targets.

The bombers, fighters and Toma
hawk cruise missiles snared the headlines
on Operation Desert Storm’s first day.
But the first shots fired in anger were

unleashed by Army AH-64 Apache heli
copters.

The simultaneous attacks on the
two radar sites by elements of the 10 1st
Airborne Division’s 1st Battalion, 101st
Aviation Regiment, conducted in tandem
with AirForcehelicopters, were acmcial
part oftheperfectly-thnedjointafrattack.
Task Force Normandy successfully pro-

First Shots

Story and Photos by
SSgt. William H. McMichael
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Above: A fully-armed 1st
Bn., 101st Aviation Regt.
Apache flies low and fast
toward the northern Saudi
Arabian border on a recon.
naissance mission. . Right:
Intensive maintenance like
this phased inspection was
a key to mission success.
All 10 helIcopters on the
raid completed the 48-hour
journey without mechani.
cal difficulties.

22 SOLDIERS



vided a “radar-black corridor” to initiate
the air campaign.

“There was alot ofpiessun on this
mission,” said Company A’s CWO4Lou
Hall, the only combat veteran in the
group. “There were a lot of aircraft that
were coming over right after us. If
something happened and we didn’t do
100 percent, then a lot of people were
going to get hurt”

When the men of the nine-Apache,
one-Black Hawk task force landed hack
in eastern Saudi Arabia following their
48-hour, 1,500-mile journey, they had a
lot to smile about. All aircraft were
launched and returned without mechanj
caldifficulty; thetargets were lOOpercent
destroyed at the exact pie-planned mo
ment; and there were no U.S. casualties.

The battalion had other concerns

that night, too. Nearly 750 miles away
from the points of attack, the division’s
Apaches on station i~ eastern Saudi
Arabia had to be prepared for a possible
counterattack.

The Normandy crews were quick
to credit their crew chiefs for the trouble-
free performance of the Apaches. “Our
maintenance and enlisted guys worked
their hearts out,” said Co. C’s CWO 2
Brian Stewmon, “A lot of little teams,
making up one greatbig team,” saidWO
1 Tim Vincent of Co. A.

When battalion commander Lt.
Col. Dick Cody began planning the
lengthy mission, he realized that the
Apaches would need to carry extra fuel.
Normally, that would be accomplished
by adding two auxiliary fuel pods. But
that would leave only two wing
hardpoints for Hellfire missile launchers
and pods of 2.75-inch rockets, and Cody
determined that destruction of the target
would require one rack of ReWires and
two pods of rockets as well as the 1,100
30mm chain gun rounds the gunship
normally packs.

The solution came via 1st Lt Tim
DeVito, a battalion Apache pilot, who
suggested that the Apache could fly with
one auxiliary fuel pod, despite what
would begin as a 1,000-pound offset.
Upon takeoff, the pod would gradually
transfer fuel to the inboard tank.

The “Devito option” brought
laughs from the other pilots because of
the look of the odd configuration, but it
was tested and approved. The task force
was in business.

Next came the sand table rehears
als, the dry mns and the live-fire exer
cises, all ofwhich reflected Cody’s actual
battle plan. The pilots weren’t given the
exact mission until just before the attack.
But the intelligence needed to create the
plan was continually passed to the bat
talion staff, and the training reflected that
information.

The odyssey began on Jan. 14,
when the task force flew a 720-mile route

from the division’s base in eastern Saudi
Arabia to the staging airfield in the
western part of the county. The next thy,
Cody told the pilots when and where
they’d be going. Also present were the
Air Force crews, who would perform
search-and-rescue operations in case a
helicopter was shot down. Everyone
went to bed early.

Atnoononthelóth,thecmwswem
awakened for the long mission ahead.
The four Apache mechanics brought
along on the Black Hawk performed a
maintenance operational check and
double-checked the armament. After a
final intelligence update, everyone ate,
andthenreportedtotheaircraftatll:00
p.m.

The “Red Team” of four Apaches
and two Air Force helicopters took off
just before 1 am. Seven minutes later, the
identical ‘White Team” followed suit.
The remaining Apache and the Black
Hawk launched but remained inside
Saudi Arabian territory.

Atroughly 2 a.m., theteams neared
the Iraqi border at two different points.
That’s when Stewmon said he got “a little
bit nervous.

“When we were still in Saudi
Arabia, we saw a muzzle flash out the left
side of the helicopter,” he said. “It was
just an Iraqi guard post that heard the
helicopters. We were past that before I
realized they were actually shooting at us,
and I thought, ‘Hey, this is real.”

When they crossed the border, said
Vincent, “it was kind of an eerie feeling.
We knew exactly where we were, and we
knew that within a few minutes we’d be
bringing destruction on another county.”

Combat veteran Hall focused on
mission accomplishment. “When you go
into action, you go as you’re trained,” he
said. They had practiced both as teams
and as task forces to the point of know
ing which additional targets to hit if one
team member went down.

The pilots flew at high speed in
complete darkness, using night vision

“There was a lot ofpressure on this mission,”
said CWO 4 Lou Hall. ‘Ifsomething happened

and we didn’t do 100 percent, then a lot of
people were going to get hun.”
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goggles and their Forward Looking In
frared Radar systems. One team arrived
at its target abit earlier than scheduled and
hovered in place. “Made me old before
my time,” Cody said.

Well outside the maximum range
of the Apache’s weapons systems,
the teams shot laser beams to their
previously-designated targets,
locked on, and continued moving
in, low and slow.

“You’d think if they know
we’re coming, they’d turn down
the lights or something,” whis
pered one co-pilot to his pilot over
their intercom.

“They don’t know we’re
here,” was the response. “They
have no idea.” The lights were
eventually turned off. It didn’t
matter. The task force could see
everything.

The respective fire com
mands were sounded — the first
time external radio silence had
been broken since take-off.
“Party in 10,” was one team’s fire
aleit. “Joy” was the other’s. They
were back-timed so that the first
Heilfires would strike at precisely
2:38.

“This one’s for you,
Saddam,” said CWO 3 Dave
Jones.

The destruction, captured
on the Apaches’ video tape sys
tems, was awesome. The
Hellflres tuned into the reflection
of the invisible laser beams,
angled straight down and ex
ploded in awhile burst on the tiny
black and green screens in the
Apaches. The 2.75-inch rockets
hit and scattered thousands of ra
zor-sharp flechettes. Buildings and ve
hicles crumbled under the impact of high-
explosive 30mm bullets.

The site was disabled within 30
seconds. Withinfourminutes, said Cody,
“we took down every piece of radar

equipment they had. We took out their
barracks, too.”

For WO 1 Jody Bridgforth, Co. C,
this first sample of combat was detached,
“exactly like a video game. You just
shoot.” On the tiny screens in the Apache

and at such a distance, he said, “you don’t
really see the guys getting torn up.”

Turning for home and taking some
small arms fire, the task force teams be
ganwatchingtheirtails. There were three
enemy airfields within quick striking

distance. Nothing came except radar
blips — from Saudi Arabia.

“We started coming out, and the
jetsstartedcomingin,”saidStewmon. 9t
spooked us for a second. It got kind of
exciting.” The fixed-wing air campaign

was underway. Minutes later,
Americans watching the evening
news learned that “the liberation
of Kuwait” had begun.

At the border, one team was
the target of a surface-to-air mis
sile. Jtrnissed. The taskforcewas
home free. It had been in Iraqi
territory for roughly an hour.

At6 asa, afterbeing awake
‘for 18 hours, Task Force
Normandy took off for home.
Cody had waived the rest re
quirements for the specially
trained crews on a one-time basis.
At 4:00 p.m., they landed safely
back where they’d started two
days before.

Mechanical problems:
zero. The mission was an un
qualified success. “Expect No
Mercy” is the battalion’s motto,
and in this first combat action of
the war, the promise did not go
unfulfilled. Hall put everyone’s
role in perspective.

“Who’s got the most im
portant job? Everybody’s got the
most important job,” he said.
“We pull the trigger, but you can’t
do it without the crew chiefs,
supply and rearm and refuel

“I was real excited,” said
Spec. Eric Moran, a Co. C crew
chief. “Real happy that the crews
came back, and happy that the
aircraft came back without any

problems.”
“I always wanted to be part of

something like this,” said Vincent. “I al
ways wanted to be on the cutting edge.
And what we did was about as close to the
cutting edge as you can get.”D

—a

“You’d think If they know we’re coming,
they’d turn down the lights,” whispered one

co-pilot over the intercom. “They have no idea
we’re here,” the pilot replied.

L
Apache pilots like Co. C’sWO I Jody Bridgforth (left)
and CWO 3 Jim Miller (right) consider crew chief
Spec. Eric Nelson an integral part of their team.

people.”
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Apache Attack
By Richard Mackenzie

A T TEN seconds before 2:38a.m., in a moonless sky over
Iraq, eight US AH-64 Apache heli
copters zeroed in on their targets.
On their forward-looking infrared
screens appeared the images of two
Iraqi radar sites just north of Saudi
Arabia, placed there to detect in
truding fighters. They were linked
to four Iraqi fighter bases and to the
Intelligence Operations Center in
Baghdad.

The unseen Apaches hovered
low, four miles south of the radars.

• At the controls of Number 976, 1st
Lt. Tom Drew broke radio silence.
“Party in ten,” he said. On cue, ten
seconds later, the helicopters un
leashed a salvo of laser-guided
Hellfire missiles. “This one’s for
you, Saddam,” muttered CWO3
Dave Jones, the pilot of another
Apache.

The shots, fired in the predawn
hours of January 17, 1991, marked
the start of Operation Desert Storm
and were among the most critical of
the war, blinding Iraq’s early warn
ing net at a key moment. US Central
Command relied entirely. on the
Apaches and USAF special opera
tions helicopters to do the job. “If
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something had happened and we
didn’t do 100 percent [destruc
tion],” said one gunner, CWO4 Lou
Hall, “a lot of people were going to
get hurt.”

The Apaches did achieve 100 per
cent destruction, or close to it. Eye
witnesses report that, when the
Heilfires hit the targets, the radar
bases evaporated in clouds of
smoke and flame. In the four and a
half minutes it took to complete the
task, the Apaches had, in the words
of Gen. H. Norman Schwarzkopf,
“plucked out the eyes” of Iraq’s
Soviet-supplied air defenses.

According to Con. H.
Norman &hwankopi~

the January17 attack by
Army AH-64 Apaches

“plucked out the ens”
of Iraq’s air defenses.

Above, one of the
Apaches’ FUR screens

one second before ails-
silo Impact. For the mis

sion that opened the
waç the AH-64s were

modified with 230-gallon
external fuel tanks to

ensure a return to base
as smooth as the one

shown at right, after
a training mission

in the US.

The helicopters would open the war.
They had to take out Iraq’s early
warning net, and they had to get it all.

VERTICAL FILE
jsk Fbrct Norn~
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Ne~.rly 100 allied planes, arriving
twenty-two minutes after the raid,
roared through the gaping hole in
Iraq’s network and raced north to
strike critical, first-night targets.
Air Force F-117s, relying on their
stealthiness, already had penetrated
Iraqi airspace and were nearing
Baghdad by the time the Apaches
fired, but destruction of the early
warning sites greatly eased the task
of nonstealthy allied planes sent
into action that night.

Task Force Normandy
Such was the contribution of Task

Force Normandy, handpicked
crews of Army Apaches and Air
Force MH-53J Pave Low electronic
warfare helicopters- The story of
how Task Force Normandy planned
and executed the raid has been one
of the war’s closely guarded secrets.
On-the-record interviews with Col.
Dick Cody, the leader of’thsk Force
Normandy, produce a portrait of a
meticulously planned, unusually
error-free use of helicopters in de
fense suppression.

The eight Apaches swooped on
their targets like stealth fighters,
using tactics and techniques honed
in several months of intensive cla~
sified training. Contrary to reports
that the raid was a last-minute, seat-
of-the-pants caper dreamed up by
General Schwarzkopf and his top
commanders, planning and training

began within weeks of Iraq’s August
2, 1990, invasion of Kuwait.

Colonel Cody commanded the 1st
Battalion, 101st Aviation Regiment,
101st Airborne Division, based at
Fort Campbell, Ky. The battalion
landed in Saudi Arabia on August
17, 1990, as the lead element of the
division. It took seven C-5Bs and
seventeen C-141s to carry its troops
and equipment to Dhahran. Three
days later, the battalion moved to a
new site, loaded out its aircraft, and
began its patrols of the Saudi-Iraqi
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were studying and making analyses
of where to create a corridoc”

The planners developed three
major options for the defense sup
pression task. One called for using
special operations forces (SOF5) to
hit the radar sites with missiles. The
second envisioned SOFs near the
sites using handheld laser desig
nators to direct Apaches to the tar
gets. The third option centered on
using Air Force fighter aircraft to
destroy the targets.

At least two of the alternatives—
the ones involving SOF units—
raised grave danger that the opera
tion might be detected and compro
mised before the allies could fire a
shot.

The planners knew that conven
tional aircraft or cruise missiles
would do the job. Yet without a pair
of human eyes on the scene to as
sess the extent of the damage, the
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earning a reputation for being the
best prepared of fourteen Apache
units deployed to the Gulf. During
its first month in the desert, Colonel
Cody’s unit turned in a startling
fully mission capable rate of ninety-
four percent. When CENTCOM be
gan to look for a high-quality unit,
the 1st Battalion was a natural
choice.

“At that time,” reports Colonel
Cody, “they [CENTCOM planners]
had been doing some studies on
IIraq’s] early warning and ground-
control intercept sites that over
lapped and covered the entire
Kuwaiti and Iraqi border. They

border.
When it came to readiness, Colo

nel Cody and his men stood out,
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With its 30-mm chain gun and full load of sixteen Hellfire missiles or seventy-six 2.75-
inch rockets, the Apache fairly bristles with ordnance. This came in handy against
Iraqi tanks (top) as well as during the opening attack. To ensure secreqç the crews
on the initial mission trained, refueled, and rearmed at remote sites (above).
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allies would have no way of knowing
whether the targets were truly dead.

Helicopter pilots, however, would
be able to see for themselves how
much damage had been done to
these facilities. They could engage
the targets repeatedly until they
were sure of complete success.
“This place was out in the middle of
the desert, and we were working on
intelligence that was four days old,”
says Colonel Cody. “They could
have sneaked another van in there
or moved things around.”

It was a persuasive argument. By
September 25, 1990, with CENT
COM planners having adopted, nar
rowed, and refined the plan, Colo
nel Cody was summoned to an
office at King Fahd International
Airport, headquarters for Com
mander of US Spedial Operations
Command Central Col. Jessie John
son.

Colonel Johnson outlined a joint
force of Army and Air Force heli
copters—Apaches and Pave Lows
—that would sneak into Iraq to
knock out radar and ground-control
interception sites. “If we can get it
conceptually approved,” Colonel
Johnson asked, “do you think you
can do that?”

“Yeah,” said the Apache pilot.

- my division mission with the 101st
or the covering forces.”

Not even the chosen crew mem
bers knew why, orforwhat mission,
they were training. They knew they
were practicing for a helicopter-
borne, special operations raid, but
they did not know that it would start
the war. They did not know it would
be in Iraq. They did .not know the
precise targets or the timing.

Colonel Cody goes on, “I se
lected crews. I did not select indi
viduals- I took guys who had been
flying together as combat crews the
whole time. I did not select my most
experienced individuals and pool

Baghdad was not alerted to get [itsi
MiG-29s and ground-control inter
cept systems up.”

The crews trained 700 miles away
from the attack area. “All our train
ing was done in a sandbox, so to
speak, where we were located,”
says Colonel Cody. “We never prac
ticed the route because of the sensi
tivity of the mission.

“All their systems were up during
this time. All their intelligence-gath
ering networks were up—and ev
erything else. So this was all done
under the umbrella of joint train
ing, just going out and practicing
things.”

One Hundred Percent
Colonel Johnson came to the

point. “If we get the go-ahead even
to train for this,” said he, “it will be
based on you saying you can take it
out 100 percent.”

It would not be the last time Colo
nel Cody would be asked to make
that guarantee. “That’s not a prob
lem,” he said.

Colonel Cody was ordered to
start training for the operation. He
would work with CM. Rich Corner,
commander of USAF’s 20th Special
Operations Squadron, part of the
1st Special Operations Wing at
Hurlburt Field, Fla.

Colonel Cody recalls that the age
of the men chosen for the mission
averaged twenty-six years. He had
twenty-four crews in the battalion.
“I picked eight to go,” he says, “but
any one of the twenty-four could
have done the mission.”

In order to preserve the covert
nature of the Normandy training
and not raise suspicions, Colonel
Cody kept command of the rest of
his battalion. “I never relinquished

them all together. I actually had
some twenty-two-year-olds and
twenty-three-year-olds in the front
seats out there.”

Joining forces with the Pave Lows
was not a problem, says Colonel
Cody. flying night after night, the
units practiced infiltrating denied
airspace and attacking simulated
radar sites simultaneously. They
did six live-fire exercises, evaluat
ing the Apaches’ weapon systems,
which include not only the Hellfires
but also 2.75-inch rockets and a 30-
mm chain gun.

Timing was everything. “It would
do no good to hit one radar site and,
two minutes later, to hit another
one,” says Colonel Cody- “We had
to do it in such a way that we took
down critical elements of those ra
dar sites simultaneously so that

They learned some valuable
lessons. “We practiced such things
as what type of formation flights we
wanted to fly,” says the commandet
“How low we wanted to fly. How
fast we wanted to fly. All of this was
done with no [voice communica
tions]. What light signals [would
emanate~ from the Pave Lows. What
techniques to indicate we’re turn
ing, we’re not going to turn.”

No Detailed Maps
One big problem was the dearth

of maps. The ones that were avail
able did not have much fine detail
and were useless for pinpointing
location. Enter the Pave Lows,
equipped with the state-of-the-art
Global Positioning System (GPS)
for precise navigation. Flying as es
corts to a predetermined point, the

Working in concert with the Apaches, Air Farce MH-53J Pave Lows, with Global
Positioning System receivers and tenaln-lohiowing radaç got the attack package to
within nine miles of the target undetected and with pinpoInt accuracy;

r’~.
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F
- Pave Lows could fix the position

within eight grid points—about ten
mtters. The Apache systems could
fix only within 100 meters.

“That was the main reason we had
the Pave Lows with us, so they
could-use the GPS to mark our actu
al spot at the release point prior to
reaching the target area,” said Cob-
nd Cody. “They [the SOF heicop
ters] would drop chem lights on the
desert floor to mark the position.
We then plugged that into our fire-
control computers on each of the
Apaches. We were updating over
that point. That eliminated any
built-up error in the Apaches’ Dop
pier system and tire-control system.

“It gave our target acquisition
designation system extreme accura
cy so we could lock onto the targets
at twelve to fifteen kilometers away.
That was very important as we
moved forward because we knew
that, from about twenty and fifteen
klicks, - . . they would pick us up.”
The attackers, he added, wanted to
make sure they had theft acquisition
systems “already locked on to the
targets as we got inside and they
started picking us up.”

In practice sessions, the Pave
Lows would position the Apaches
and break off to return to the pre
arranged site. Meanwhile, said
Colonel Cody, “we would go on in
and practice our attack tactics, how
we would sequentially dismember
and destroy these sites by sectoring
our fire, how we would lay for each
other if we had to, how we would
fight if one guy got shot down, all the
permutations and combinations of
‘what if’?’

“We practiced those battle drills
in the engagement area and then we
practiced coming out, linking up
with the Pave Lows at the predeter
mined point and crossing a simulat
ed border and then moving on to our
other mission.” These maneuvers
were carried out not just at low level
but at nap-of-the-Earth altitude.

From the first, the Pave Low’s
high technology helped dramat
ically. “We do it well in the Army,”
Colonel Cody says, “but the Pave
Lows have a [precision with] which
they are able to hit their checkpoints
right on the money, Their terrain-
following radar helped us quite a bit
[in] anticipating when we had to
come up and when we had to go
down and still maintain our air-
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speed. The desert-flying experience
they had with their systems, telling
us how they were doing it and then
our trying to duplicate that with our
system, was the biggest thing in
training.”

In late October, Colonel Johnson
took a training videotape to Riyadh
to show General Schwarzkopf how
the Apaches perfonned in live-fire
exercises. The CINC was im
pressed.

The Final Go-Ahead
By the week before Christmas,

war was a distinct possibility. Gen.
Cohn Powell, the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Stafl and Dick Che
ney, the Secretary of Defense, flew
to Riyadh to review the war plans
personally. They met in the under
ground war room from which Gen
eral Schwarzkopf would run Desert
Storm. When General Schwarzkopf
came to the Apache—Pave Low mis
sion, he called on Colonel Johnson
and Col. George Gray, commander
of the 1st SOW. Aides were ordered
to leave the room.

Neither colonel had doubts,
though both knew they were “on the
blame line” if the plan miscarried.
Colonel John~on cited the Apache’s
ability to fly low at night, its low
infrared signature, and its reduced
radar signature. He also mentioned
the accuracy of its standoff weap
ons.

This time, General Schwarzkopf

himself popped the question. “Can
you guarantee 100 percent suc
cess?”

“Yes sir,” answered Colonels
Johnson and Gray.

That was enough for Schwarz
kopf. If Saddam Hussein didn’t
back down and leave Kuwait, the
helicopters would start the war.

On January 14, 1991, Colonel
Johnson ordered Thsk Force Nor
mandy to deploy to Al Jouf, a deso
late outpost close to the Iraqi bor
der. “I think this thing’s going
down,” he remarked to Colonel
Cody- “We don’t have an accurate
H-Hour, but I need to have you in
position no later than dark on the
fourteenth.”

On internal fuel, the Apache can
fly fully combat-loaded (eight
Heilfires, thirty-eight rockets, and
1,200 chain-gun rounds) for only a
little more than two hours. To get
around this limitation, the units
adopted a suggestion first put for
ward by Lt. Tim De Vito, another
Apache pilot. He recommended
that the crews attach 1,700-pound,
230-gallon external fuel tanks to the
Apaches’ left inboard weapons stor
age area. The planners did not want
to set up a refueling point like the
Desert One base used in the abor
tive 1980 hostage rescue in Iran. To
make room for fuel, each aircraft
reduced its number of rockets to
nineteen.

“It initially appeared that I would
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Apache crews had high praise for both their night vision goggles and their FUR,
which, coupled with information provided by the Pave Lows, allowed the Apaches to
operate with telling efteet In the inky blackness of the desert night
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have to use a Desert One type of
refueling point,” says Colonel
Cody. “But because of the complex
ity of the mission, because of the
problems that could have been in
curred by putting refueling systems
that close to the border or actually
inside the border, tipping the hand
of what we were doing, we came up
with the wing tank concept. It had
never been done before. It raised
the gross weight of the aircraft some
1,500 pounds past its combat
weight. But it gave us a strike capa
bility in excess of 400 miles.”

Getting to Al Jouf itself was a
problem. “We even had to do that
stealthily, without creating a sig
nature,” says Colonel Cody. “We
rolled into King Khalid Military
City—no radio calls or anything—
refueled there and took right off.
There were already a large number
of other helicopters operating out of
KKMC so we would have looked
just like any training exercise.”

Arriving Undetected
Heading west, flying over flat ter

rain, they dropped low. “We got
down where nobody would be able
to pick us up along the border, even
if they were looking for us,” Col
onel Cody recounts. “I think we
got into Al Jouf pretty much un
detected.”

That night, he briefed his crews
for the first time on the mission,
giving them maps and photos. “Lo

and behold,” said one crew mem
ber, “it looks like everything we’ve
been practicing.”

As he sat in his helicopter talking
with his gunner, Colonel Cody saw a
dusty rental car speeding over the
tarmac. The sedan pulled to a stop.
Col. Ben Orrell, Colonel Gray’s
deputy, yelled from the driver’s seat
of the car, “1 need to talk to you.”

Colonel Cody climbed down and
ran to the vehicle.

“We have just received H-Hour
from the CINC,” said Colonel Or-

rell. “It’s 17, 0300. Your mission is a
go.”

At 1:00 a.m. on January 17 (local
time), Colonel Cody’s White Team
of four Apaches and two Pave
Lows, each weighing more than
18,900 pounds, pulled out ofAl Jouf
into ajet-black sky, all lights off, and
headed north. Six minutes later, the
Red Team followed.

As the White Team approached
the border shortly before 2:00 a.m.,
Colonel Cody saw a flash below. Ev
idently hearing the sounds of the
helicopters but unable to see them,
an Iraqi on the front line had fired
off a missile. It missed.

As they pushed north, flying at
120 mph about fifty feet above
ground, the pilots created their own
“stealthiness” with a combination of
high speed, low altitude, total black
out on navigation lights, and total
radio silence.

“Neither the Pave Lows nor we
had ever flown in that area,” re
called Colonel Cody. “We were
seeing stuff for the first time. Most
of our training was done on the east
coast of Saudi Arabia where it’s
very, very flat and you have sand
dunes. This was some 700 miles
northwest, and it was entirely differ
ent. You had mesas and a little bit
more terrain, which made it more
dangerous.

“The Pave Lows had terrain-fol
lowing radar, which helped them out
quite a bit. We didn’t have that, but
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The Apache can take it as well as dIsh It out. In addWon to its heavy load of arma
ment, the helicopter has armored seats and Kevlar protection. During the Initial
minion, Apaches took some small arms tire but suffered no damage.

S
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The Apache’s primary sensoi the target acquisition and designation sight and pilot’s
night vision sensoç allowed the crews on that first mission to complete all phases of
their attack with stunning accuracy, destroying the radar she totally.
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our FUR, coupled with our night
‘~ vision goggles, was just working

great. So you had two different sys
tems backing each other up. We
were backing them up, and they
were primary. The lead Apache in
each one of those teams had a pri
mary mission of navigation. We
didn’t leave anything to chance.”

At the GPS points nine miles
south of the radar bases, Pave Lows
dropped chemical lights on the des
ert. As the Apaches used that posi
tion to update their navigational and
targeting systems, the Pave Lows

peeled off and went back to the ren
dezvous point.

The Apaches then flew for almost
five more miles, fixing the targets in
their sights.

Looking Skyward
Without doubt, they got the drop

on the Iraqis, who were looking sky
ward for fast movers, not for heli
copters. It is believed they noticed
something resembling “ground clut
ter” on their screens about two min
utes before they were hit but were
still trying to figure it out when the
Hellfires arrived.

“OK, I’ve got the target area,”
CWO2 Thomas “Tip” O’Neal told
his pilot, CWO3 Jones, when their
Apache was still seven miles from
the radar sites.

“Slowing back,” said Jones, ask
ing the range.
60

“I’m showing 12.2 [kilometers].”
“I’ll keep moving.”
“I’ve got one of the big ‘unsallthe

way on the right.”
Moving the FLIR lens, CWO3

Jones closed in on the first building
they must hit. “There’s the gener
ator right there.”

“OK.”
“Aha!”
“Party in ten!” said Lieutenant

Drew from the lead AH-64.
The FLIR screen flashed

“LAUNCH.” A clock counted down
the missile’s flight time. An Iraqi

technician, seeing flashes in the dis
tance as he emerged from a build
ing, ran back inside. A dozen fig
ures ran out other doors.

Then chaos engulfed the radar
station. “Just incessant fire,” re
calls Colonel Cody. “Missile after
missile, rocket after rocket, 30-mm
after 30-mm coming from four air
craft that they [couldn’t] even see.
From the first shot, they were just
running for covet When we closed
in to 4,000 meters, we engaged their
ZPUs [Soviet antiaircraft machine
guns] and antiaircraft artillery and
put them out.”

Colonel Cody’s Apache was not
far from that of his wingman, Lieu-

tenant Drew, when they started to
attack. The chaos intensified, says
Colonel Cody, “when he [the wing
man] puts out two or three rockets
and everything lights up. You’re sit
ting there looking at your FLIR and
then your naked eye picks up these
flashes. You had to be very, very
careful not to mistake that [for]
ground fire coming at you.

“We took those things down in
three and a half to four and a half
minutes, four aircraft flying in pret
ty close proximity to each other.”

They got close to the targets, too.
“Some of us got closer than 800
meters when we finished. We used
2,000 meters as a breakpoint, but,
depending on what our targets
looked like, as we were breaking
and as we were being engaged,
some of us moved in a little closer
and then broke.”

After shutting down the sites,
they moved to other phases of the
attack. “If all we did was hit [the
generator],they could go to second
ary power,” explained Colonel
Cody. “We had a follow-on mission
statement ofputting [the base] down
for a couple of days so the Air Force
wouldn’t have to go in and retarget
it. Then our follow-on was to totally
destroy it. . . . We did all of the
above.”

As the Apaches broke and head
ed back, they had to stay low. Air
Force fighters were coming in over
their heads. They took some small-
arms fire but no damage. “Then we
had to link up all these attacking
forces at night at a new rendezvous
point,” said Colonel Cody, “and
then charge back across the Saudi
border—coming the wrong way!
We were a little nervous.”

Apache team leaders passed the
good news to the Pave Lows’ crews,
who passed it to Central Command
headquarters. The code words—
“California AAA” and “Nebraska
AAA”—meant the primary targets
had been destroyed, the entire
bases had been destroyed, and there
had been no US casualties.

In the CENTCOM war room,
General Schwarzkopf heard the
news, took a breath, clenched his
jaw and muttered, “Thank God.”•
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Coalition forces banked so heavily on the Apache to open the Gulf War that Army
commanders were asked to guarantee 100 percent success. They guaranteed It, the
crews delivered It, and the way was opened for the successes that followed.

Richard Mackenzie is a free-lance writer in Washington, 13. C. His most recent
article for AIR FoRCE Magazine, “A Conversation With Chuck I-lorner/’ appeared
in the June 1991 issue.
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